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Top 10+ Free Internet Browser Android Apps

Internet browser is one of the best way to browse the web and the major internet browsers are Firefox,
Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Opera, and Safari. However, among these major internet browsers
there are some other browsers (apps) that are being used mostly by Android users. To have these
internet browsers in your Android device we need to install internet browser Android apps in our
smartphones/tablets. So, we decided to share free internet browser Android apps that can help you to
browse internet safe and securely.

Free Internet Browser Android Apps

Google Chrome Browser

Browse fast with the Chrome web browser on your Android phone and tablet. Sign in to sync your
Chrome browser experience from your computer to bring it with you anywhere you go.

Get Google Chrome for Android

Firefox Browser

Firefox for Android is the free web browser that puts the power of the open web in your hands. The
official Mozilla Firefox android browser is fast, easy to use, & customizable, with the latest security and
privacy features to help you stay safe on the internet.

Get Firefox Browser for Android

UC Browser

UC Browser for Android gives you a fast all-in-one mobile web browsing experience. It smartly adapts to
your network connection and phone hardware to allow you to browse faster, download faster and save on
data costs! The choice of more than 400 million users worldwide, UC Browser is the most popular mobile
web browser.

Get UC Browser Android App

Opera Browser

Get the best mobile web browser for Android phones and tablets. Opera is designed for the latest Android
devices. Opera looks gorgeous, runs fast and comes with a long list of useful features installed.

Get Opera Browser

Opera Mini browser for Android

Try the world’s fastest Opera Mini Browser for Android. Find out why 250+ million people around the
globe love the Opera Mini web browser. Webpages with lots of images and graphics load in a snap. It
cuts off the data costs by up to 90% with our unique compression technology. Bigger buttons and a clear
layout make Opera Mini easy to use for everyone.
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Get Opera Mini Android

Dolphin Browser

Dolphin Browser for Android is my browser. Dolphin makes mobile browsing easy, adapting to the way
you want to browse with a personalized home screen, voice and gesture control, customizable settings
and sharing features.

With lighting fast speed, Dolphin blows the rest of the mobile browsers out of the water. Download
Dolphin’s free mobile browser and join the 80 million who enjoy the exclusive features of your very own
mobile web browser.

Get Dolphin in Android

Next Browser for Android

Easily the best browser I have ever used. It’s fast, voice recognition is awesome, and the entire layout is
beautiful. Reminds me of a chrome and dolphin mashup with 10 times the speed. Love this browser keep
up the good work.

Get Next Browser Android App

Maxthon Browser for Android

Maxthon is the world’s fastest & smartest mobile web browser for both phone and tablet; fast, secure,
easy to use and offers very fast download speed. So fast, it outperforms the other mobile web browsers
on the market! The Maxthon web browser uses the least amount of CPU resources allowing you to
search and navigate faster for a browsing experience that will not drain your mobile phone battery as fast
as other web browsers.

Get Maxthon Browser

ONE Browser for Android

New engine with an increase of 47% in rendering speed & browsing speed. ONE browser can
make multi-window operation, page capture, website view switcher for Desktop and Basic view. Fully
support HTML5 with industry top leading HTML5 test score. Freely download ONE Browser; try the best
choice of Android browser.

Get ONE browser

Boat Browser for Android

Boat Browser is a fast, smart and cool Mobile Browser; that brings an amazing Premium web experience.
It is fully customizable, and you can easily change the button’s locations as you choose and you can
install your favorite add-ons to make your browser even more powerful.

Get Boat Browser

Ninesky Browser for Android

Ninesky is the most suitable browser for Android mobile. It is smarter and faster than other browsers.
Ninesky pays more attention to your Internet security and protection of personally private data. Speed
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Dial and Smart Address Bar can help you more conveniently and fast type the URL on the mobile.

Get Ninesky Browser

Puffin Web Browser Free for Android

Puffin Web Browser is a wicked fast Mobile Flash Browser. Once users experience the thrill of using
Puffin, regular Mobile Internet just feels like torture. Puffin Free is the free version of Puffin family, and
supports Adobe Flash during the daytime everyday (It usually starts from 9 am to 4 pm, but the duration
is subject to change without prior notice).

Get Puffin Web Browser Android App
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